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You are here right now with some concerns of
how you are supposed to keep teaching dance
if you are not able to work with your students
in the traditional setting of the studio. The
COVID-19 has impacted the dance
community so quickly and in unexpected
ways. 
 

I am here to tell you that yes, you can very
confidently & successfully teach your dance
students online! This is what my entire
business is based on. I have been teaching both
private dance lessons and group classes online,
live, confidently from my dance space to
theirs, for over a year now.
 

I have asked Erin Pride, of Dance Boss and
Dance Boss University, to be a guest
contributor because of her experience with
including virtual elements of teaching dance
to her students and helping dance educators
achieve their goals.
 

With Warmth and Support, 
 

Audra Allen
Founder of Audra Allen Dance LLC

WELCOME!

 

CONTINUE READING TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT MYSELF AND ERIN AND THE EASY
TO IMPLEMENT STEPS TO SUCCESFULLY

& CONFIDENTLY TEACH ONLINE

Audra Allen-Audra Allen Dance

Erin Pride-Dance Boss



Audra is a creative entrepreneur,
choreographer, educator, dancer and college
professor based in New Orleans, Louisiana.
Audra received her B.A. from Colorado Mesa
University and her Master in Fine Arts from
the University of Arizona. Audra equally
loves teaching her dance students online, and
supporting fellow dance educators in any
capacity she can. Since the inception of Audra
Allen Dance LLC, she has also created the 30
Day Healthy Dancer Challenge and is about to
launch The Dance Educator Resource. You can
learn more about what Audra is up to at her
website audraallendance.com or interact with
her on Instagram and Facebook.
 
 

AUDRA ALLEN

 

ERIN PRIDE
Erin is your personal dance education coach.

Jersey girl all the way, she graduated from
Montclair State University with a B.F.A. in

Dance and received her Masters in Dance
Education from New York University.  Erin

is a dance classrooms expert and specializes in
lesson planning, unit plan design, and

curriculum creation, as well as classroom
management strategies. She has over a decade

of experience teaching, writing curriculum,
and developing programming. Erin is the

Director of a High School Dance Program in
New Jersey, and the Host of the Dance Boss

Podcast.   To learn more about Erin visit
erindpride.com, and you can hang out with

Erin on Instagram and Facebook.
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1. Reliable Internet
Any service fast enough to stream video 

 

2. Sound System
Bluetooth speaker or another separate device from
what you are streaming from

 

3. Streaming Device
Computer, laptop or large tablet to clearly see
your students on while streaming

 

4. Space to Dance
Large enough to move around a little bit but not
much is required

 

5. Flooring
Anything not to slippery. Carpet and tile are not
safe or successful

 

6. Way to Communicate
Any platform to stay in touch with your students

 

7. An Open Mind
Teaching online is going to be a different
challenge and you will find you will need to be
doing your left side while mirroring your students
and they are doing their right side. You will need
to be open to not having access to see your full
student at once since you can not move around
them or have mirrors to use the reflection 

NOTES
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1. Reliable Internet
Any service fast enough to stream video 

 

2. Streaming Device
Computer, laptop or large tablet to clearly see the
instructor

 

3. Space to Dance
Large enough to move around a little bit but not
much is required

 

4. Flooring
Anything not to slippery. Carpet and tile are not
safe or successful

 

5. Way to Communicate
Any platform to stay in touch with your teacher

 

6. An Open Mind
Taking dance online is going to be a different
challenge and you will find you will may be
mirroring your instructor instead of following
along behind them in the studio. You will need to
be open to being a critical thinker and problem
solving to still get the information you need from
the instructor without a 360 degree view like
typically in the studio with the reflection of the
mirror 

NOTES



L I V E  
V S .

P R E R E C O R D E D

OBJECTIVES

Comparing the pros and cons of
teaching live interactive dance
classes versus prerecorded
classes where your dancers just
follow along.
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Live Prerecorded

Can see your

students in real time

Can talk to and with

your students

Give immediate

feedback

Follow class process

of demonstrate and

observe

Hold rehearsals

Continue On with

plans for semester

without only minimal

changes

Student can

reference video as

often as needed

Less work for

instructor

Way to teach new

choreography and

have student learn

while not together

Record specific

steps/techniques

want students to

work on



T E A C H I N G
W I T H  
Z O O M

OBJECTIVES

Step-by-step instruction on
how to use Zoom to teach live
dance classes
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NOTESA BIT ABOUT THE ZOOM PLATFORM
Zoom is a free platform and app available for both

iphone and android users. It is used for live streaming

conference calls and now successfully, dance lessons

and classes. You are able to view and interact with your

students. It does have a time limit on how many people

can be a part of the "class" for free, at 40 mins. You

can bypass this by just restarting the meeting again to

finish out your class. Or you can subscribe for $15 a

month and have class sizes up to 100 participants at a

time with no time limit.

 

Zoom is best used when you want to see your students

in real time and also give them immediate feedback.

You can just have them follow along if you'd like, but it

is still done in real time.

USING THE ZOOM PLATFORM
Once you create a free account, and schedule the

class/lesson/rehearsal, your students receive the link

to Zoom session via email. 

 

There are multiple setting options. You can have the

meetings have a passcode they have to enter to join. I  

personally don't see the point in this because the

meeting link is individualized so only those who have

the email invite, can join.
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NOTESUSING THE ZOOM PLATFORM CONT.
You also have the option in Zoom to record any or all of

your lesson/class. It then saves it to your computer. This

is a great resource for when you want to teach have a

resource for your students to reference later.

 

You can also hold rehearsals the same way. Live and

interacting with your dancers or record a video and

share it.

 

Viewing wise, there are a multiple options to where you

can see all your students at once, although it is harder

to see them because their boxed images are smaller, or

you can increase one size at a time.

 

Sound wise, you have the option to mute on their side,

so you are not hearing sounds from multiple difference

locations, or you can leave it on. You can also choose

to unmute them after doing a combination, to talk with

them and allow questions etc, and then remute their

side once it's time to start the next combination.

 

I started my online business using Zoom, and I have

stayed with it for over a year now. 
 



T E A C H I N G
W I T H  

B A N D  A P P

OBJECTIVES

Step-by-step instruction on
how to use the Band App to
teach dance classes and interact
with students
 
Contributed By: Erin Pride
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NOTESA BIT ABOUT THE BAND APP
The band app is a free app available for both iphone

and android users. It is a great tool that can be used to

communicate with staff, students, and

parents/guardians.  The band app has an extraordinary

amount of space to house videos, files, and photos, as

well a calendar that is accessible for all members.

USING THE BAND APP 
Virtual Rehearsal - Create an album inside of the band

app for each of your dance classes. Post rehearsal

footage of your dance pieces into the appropriate

album.

 

If you do not have rehearsal footage of all your dance

pieces you can have your teachers record 3 versions of

the dance …

 

Version 1 -  Instructional Video of Dance 

Verizon 2 - Dance with Music & Counts

Version 3- Dance with Music Only

 

3 version videos help reach all students in the learning

process. Some students need the instruction, some need

counts with musc, and others need just to run it with

music. (This 3 video version idea was borrowed from a

member inside of Erin’s Dance Boss University

community.)
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NOTESUSING THE BAND APP CONT.
Virtual Technique Classes -  The Band App has the 

capability to live stream. This is amazing if you want to

teach class without seeing your students, but if you want

to see you students, Zoom is a better option. 

 

If you are using a 3rd party virtual teaching program

(Erin uses CLI Studios) and want to hold students

accountable for actually taking the classes

independently you can…

 

1.Have each student create their own album inside of

the band app

2.Make sure each student titles the album with their

name so you can easily find it 

3.You can then have students upload themselves taking

class or running their solo into their album

Virtual Feedback - Band offers many ways to have

conversations. In group, with induals, and to all that

joined. You can post a discussion/reflection question,

video, topic, the sky's the limit. It can be as simple as

having students comment below the post.



A L T E R N A T I V E
O P T I O N S  T O

D A N C E  C L A S S

OBJECTIVES

Suggestions on how to keep your
students learning and engaged if
teaching virtual dance classes is
not an option.
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NOTES

Pick a dance style you want them to study and send

them multiple Youtube videos to watch, then set up a

time to use Zoom and have a group discussion with

the class members about what they watched

Teach dance history. Send some Youtube video links

and information about what you want them to learn.

Give them improvisational exercises to do on their

own

Give them choreographic assignments to do on their

own and explore

Share strengthening exercises you want them to do

Assign them a dance topic to research and have

them either make a video report of it and send to

you, or write a "paper"/email to send to you

As Erin stated  earlier, you can assign them to take a

prerecorded class from a source like CLI Studios or

other source, record themselves and send to you to

show proof

Have them pick what they want to do/focus on

during this time and propose to you a plan of action

and and how they will be held accountable

Add in journaling assignments to what ever you are

going to do with them, to help them self-reflect in

this area

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS
 

     (You could also use Zoom to do a live dance history

      lesson and make it a lecture setting with discussion)
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NOTES

Have students watch and study the recorded

rehearsal videos daily to focus on ways they can

improve

Have students run the choreography daily full-out as

much as possible to keep it in their minds and bodies

Have students only do the arms full out regularly to

get use to that part of the choreography and have it

feel normal

Have students do visualization exercises and close

their eyes while listening to their music and visualize

themselves dancing the choreography on the stage

Have students listen to the music daily but not dance

to it

Have students practice the choreography to different

songs to change up the feeling of the movement

Give students different intentional directions while

praciticng the choreography, like do it

sharply/smoothly/twice as fast/as slow as possible

etc to help it stay fresh in their minds and on their

bodies

Alternate the above suggestions so the students are

full immersing themselves in reviewing/practicing the

choreography

ALTERNATIVE  REHEARSAL OPTIONS
 



1. What was your original goal
for your class before having to
move to teaching online?
 
2. Reading through the
resources and information in
the workbook, do you feel your
goal needs to change or can
stay the same?
 
3. Is your class advanced  and
responsible enough that you
can give them assignemnts
without needing to follow up?
 
4. Are you at a pivotal moment
with what you are working on
in class that you need to
continue so as not to lose
momentum?
 
5. Do you need to take a
breather and find that giving
them assignments without
teaching live classes sounds
like a better option to you?
 
 

Q U I Z  T O  D E T E R M I N E  W H A T  O P T I O N  I S
B E S T  F O R  Y O U  &  Y O U R  S T U D E N T S

TEACHING DANCE ONLINE :  HOW TO PREP & TRANSITION

ANSWERSQUESTIONS



6. Do you have the resources
to teach a live class where you
live?
 
7. Do your students have the
resources to take a live class
where they live?
 
8. Do you still have a lot of
choreography to teach your
dancers and taking a break
isn't an option?
 
9. Have you been wanting to
supplement your classes with
other topics and ideas but
haven't had the time?
 
10. Are you leaning towards
giving alternate assignments
because you are nervous
about doing something new
like teaching live online?
 
 

ANSWERSQUESTIONS

Q U I Z  C O N T I N U E D
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Going back through your answers,
you should see that your answers
lean towards either favoring live
classes, or giving students
alternate assignments.
 
It's okay to even acknowledge that
although the students may benefit
more from one than the other, you
may need a breather and prefer
to do the other option.
 
You know you and your students
best. This transition to teaching
online is only a temporary new
normal and you will succeed no
matter how you decide to
proceed with your students.
 
You may even find that some
classes will benefit from one vs
the either and that both options
will be what you are doing.

NOTESFOLLOW UP

Q U I Z  R E S U L T S
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I'm launching The Dance Educator Resource at
the beginning of April, and think you'll be a great

fit for this membership based program!
 

Click below to learn more and join TDER to take
some time for professional development during

this "downtime". 

CLICK TO JOIN THE DANCE

EDUCATOR RESOURCE

FIND THIS HELPFUL
AND WANT TO
LEARN MORE?

"Not only is her (Audra’s) talent amazing, but
she genuinely believes anyone with a body can
dance. Her determination to continue dance
education is admirable to say the least.”
 

- Jordan, TN

https://audraallendance.com/membership/


SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

IMPORTANT DATES IMPORTANT TASKS
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MONTHLY PLANNER 1  2  3  4 5 6  7  8  9  10  1 1  12
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WEEKLY PLANNER
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